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Steering traffic in cities is a very complex task, since improving efficiency involves the coordi-
nation of many actors. Traditional approaches attempt to optimize traffic lights for a particular
density and configuration of traffic. The disadvantage of this lies in the fact that traffic densities
and configurations change constantly. Traffic seems to be an adaptation problem rather than an
optimization problem. We propose a simple and feasible alternative, in which traffic lights self-
organize to improve traffic flow. We use a multi-agent simulation to study three self-organizing
methods, which are able to outperform traditional rigid and adaptive methods. Using simple rules
and no direct communication, traffic lights are able to self-organize and adapt to changing traffic
conditions, reducing waiting times, number of stopped cars, and increasing average speeds.
PACS numbers: 89.40.-a, 05.65.+b, 45.70.Vn, 05.10.-a
I. INTRODUCTION
Anyone living in a populated area suffers from traffic
congestion. Traffic is time, energy, and patience consum-
ing. This has motivated people to regulate traffic flow
in order to reduce the congestion. The idea is simple:
if vehicles are allowed to go in any direction, there is
a high probability that one will obstruct another. To
avoid this, rules have been introduced to mediate [1] be-
tween the conflicting vehicles, by restricting or bounding
their behaviour. People have agreed on which side of the
street they will drive (left or right); traffic lanes prevent
cars from taking more space than necessary; traffic sig-
nals and codes prompt an appropriate behaviour; and
traffic lights regulate the crossing of intersections.
There is no solution to the traffic congestion problem
when the car density saturates the streets, but there are
many ways in which the car flow can be constrained in
order to improve traffic. Traffic lights are not the only
component to take into account, but they are an impor-
tant factor. We can say that a traffic light system will be
more efficient if, for a given car density, it increases the
average speeds of vehicles. This is reflected in less time
that cars will wait behind red lights.
For decades, people have been using mathematical and
computational methods that find appropriate periods
and phases (i.e. cycles) of traffic lights, so that the vari-
ables considered will be optimized. This is good because
certain synchronization is better than having no correla-
tion of phases. However, many methods applied today
do not consider the current state of the traffic. If cars
are too slow for the expected average speed, this might
result in the loss of the phases dictated by the traffic
lights. If they go too fast, they will have to wait un-
til the green light phase reaches every intersection. The
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optimizing methods are blind to ”abnormal” situations,
such as many vehicles arriving or leaving a certain place
at the same time, e.g. a stadium, a financial district,
a university. In most cases, traffic agents need to over-
ride the traffic lights and personally regulate the traffic.
Nevertheless, traffic modelling has improved greatly our
understanding of this complex phenomenon, especially
during the last decade [2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7], suggesting differ-
ent improvements to the traffic infrastructure.
We believe that traffic light control is not so much an
optimization problem, but rather an adaptation problem,
since traffic flows and densities change constantly. Opti-
mization gives the best possible solution for a given con-
figuration. But since the configuration is changing con-
stantly in real traffic, it seems that we would do better
with an adaptive mechanism than with a mechanism that
is optimal some times, and some times creates havoc. In-
deed, modern ”intelligent” advanced traffic management
systems (ATMS) use learning methods to adapt phases of
traffic lights, normally using a central computer[43][8, 9].
Another reason for preferring an adaptive method is that
optimization can be computationally expensive. Trying
to find all possible optimal solutions of a city is not feasi-
ble, since the configuration space is too huge, uncertain,
and it changes constantly.
In this paper, we present three simple traffic-responsive
methods for traffic light control that are adaptive by
self-organization, and compare them with two fixed-cycle
non-adaptive methods and another traffic-responsive
method. We use multi-agent computer simulations to do
this. In the next section, we make a brief and practical
introduction to the concept of self-organization. Then we
present the simulation and the control methods we com-
pared. We show first results in Section V. We present
improvements we did to our simulation to make it more
realistic in Section VI. The results of further experiments
are shown in Section VII. We discuss the results and im-
plications in Section VIII and conclude in Section IX.
2II. SELF-ORGANIZATION
The term self-organization has been used in different
areas with different meanings, such as cybernetics [10,
11], thermodynamics [12], mathematics [13], computing
[14],information theory [15], synergetics [16], and others
(for a general overview, see [17]). However, the use of
the term is subtle, since any dynamical system can be
said to be self-organizing or not, depending partly on the
observer [11, 18].
Without entering into a philosophical debate on the
theoretical aspects of self-organization, a practical defi-
nition will suffice for our present work. For us, a system
described as self-organizing is one in which elements in-
teract in order to achieve a global function or behaviour.
This function or behaviour is not imposed by a single
or few elements, nor determined hierarchically. It is
achieved dynamically as the elements interact with one
another. These interactions produce feedbacks that reg-
ulate the system.
Many distributed adaptive traffic light systems can be
considered as self-organizing, e.g. [19, 20]. Nevertheless,
the methods presented in this paper distinguish them-
selves because there is no communication between traffic
lights, only local rules (an analysis of their indirect inter-
actions is given in Section VIII). Still, they are able to
achieve global coordination of traffic.
We believe that this approach is useful for systems such
as traffic lights, since the ”solution” of the problem is not
known beforehand, but strived for dynamically by the
elements of the system. In this way, systems can adapt
quickly to unforeseen changes as elements interact locally.
It should be noted that self-organizing approaches are
being used in other areas of traffic control e.g. [21].
The present work is very abstract. The models pre-
sented were not developed to be directly applied on real
scenarios (more realistic simulations and pilot studies
would be required), but to explore and understand princi-
ples of self-organization in traffic light control. The next
section describes the simulation where we test various
models
III. THE SIMULATION
Several traffic simulations use cellular automata to
model traffic effectively [20, 22, 23, 24], since it is compu-
tationally cheaper. However, the increase of computing
power in the last few years has allowed the development
of multi-agent simulations to create more realistic traffic
simulations [25, 26, 27, 28].
We developed a simulation in NetLogo [29], a
multi-agent modelling environment. We extended the
”Gridlock” model [30] which is included in the NetLogo
distribution. It consists of an abstract traffic grid
with intersections between cyclic single-lane arteries of
two types: vertical or horizontal. In the first series of
experiments, similar to the scenario of [31], cars only
FIG. 1: Screenshot of part of traffic grid. Green lights south-
bound, red light eastbound. (Color online).
flow in a straight line, either eastbound or southbound.
Each crossroad has traffic lights which allow traffic flow
in only one of the arteries which intersect it with a
green light. Yellow or red lights stop the traffic. The
light sequence for a given artery is green-yellow-red-
green. Cars simply try to go at a maximum speed of 1
”patch” per timestep, but stop when a car or a red or
yellow light is in front of them. Time is discrete, but
not space. A ”patch” is a square of the environment
the size of a car. A screenshot of the environment
can be seen in Figure 1. The reader is invited to
test the simulation (source code included), with the
aid of a Java-enabled Internet browser, at the URL
http://homepages.vub.ac.be/˜cgershen/sos/SOTL/SOTL.html
.
The user can change different parameters, such as the
number of arteries or number of cars. Different statistics
are shown: the number of stopped cars, the average speed
of cars, and the average waiting times of cars.
IV. THE CONTROL METHODS
A. ”Marching” control
This is a very simple method. All traffic lights ”march
in step”: all green lights are either southbound or east-
bound, synchronized in time. Intersections have a phase
ϕi, which counts time steps. ϕi is reset to zero when
the phase reaches a period value p. When ϕi == 0, red
lights turn green, and yellow lights turn red. Green lights
turn yellow one time step earlier, i.e. when ϕ == p− 1.
A full cycle of an intersection consists of 2p time steps.
”Marching” intersections are such that ϕi == ϕj , ∀i, j.
3B. ”Optim” control
This method is implemented trying to set phases ϕi of
traffic lights in such a way that, as soon as a red light
turns green, a car stopped by this would find the follow-
ing traffic lights green. In other words, we obtain a fixed
solution so that green waves flow to the southeast.
The simulation environment has a radius of r square
patches, so that these can be identified with coordinates
(xi, yi), xi, yi ∈ [−r, r]. Therefore, each artery consists
of 2r + 1 number of patches (In the presented results,
r = 80, but this can be easily varied in the simulation). In
order to synchronize all the intersections (which occupy
one patch each), red lights should turn green and yellow
lights should turn red when
ϕi == round(
2r + xi − yi
4
) (1)
and green lights should turn to yellow the previous
time step. The period should be p = r + 3. The three is
added as an extra margin for the reaction and accelera-
tion times of cars (found to be best, for low densities, by
trial and error).
A disadvantage of the optim control is that the average
speed decreases as the traffic density increases, so cars
don’t manage to keep up the speed of the ”green waves”.
A different solution could be obtained, for lower average
speeds, but then the green waves would be too slow for
low traffic densities[44].
These two first methods are non-adaptive, in the sense
that their behaviour is dictated beforehand, and they do
not consider the actual state of the traffic.
C. ”Sotl-request” control
All three self-organizing control methods use a similar
principle: traffic lights keep a count κi of the number of
cars times time steps (c ∗ ts) approaching only the red
light, independently of the status or speed of the cars (i.e.
moving or stopped). When κi reaches a threshold θ, the
opposing green light turns yellow, and the following time
step it turns red with κi = 0 , while the red light which
counted turns green. In this way, if there are more cars
approaching or waiting behind a red light, this will turn
into green faster than if there are only few cars. This
simple mechanism achieves self-organization in the fol-
lowing way: if there are single or few cars, these will be
stopped for more time behind red lights. This gives time
for other cars to join them. As more cars join the group,
cars will wait less time behind red lights. With a suffi-
cient number of cars, the red lights will turn green even
before they reach the intersection, generating ”green cor-
ridors”. Having ”platoons” or ”convoys” of cars moving
together improves traffic flow, compared to a homoge-
neous distribution of cars, since there are large empty
areas between platoons, which can be used by crossing
platoons with few interferences.
The sotl-request method has no phase or internal clock.
Traffic lights change only when the above conditions are
met. If there are no cars approaching a red light, the
complementary one can stay green. However, depending
on the value of θ, high traffic densities can trigger light
switching too fast, obstructing traffic flow.
It is worth mentioning that this method was discovered
”by accident”. This was due to an unintended error in the
programming while testing a different control method.
D. ”Sotl-phase” control
The sotl-phase method differs from sotl-request adding
the following constraint: A traffic light will not be
changed if the number of time steps is less than a mini-
mum phase, i.e. ϕi < ϕmin. Once ϕi ≥ ϕmin, the lights
will change if/when κi ≥ θ. This prevents the fast switch-
ing of lights[45].
E. ”Sotl-platoon” control
The sotl-platoon method adds two further restrictions
to sotl-phase to regulate the size of platoons. Before
changing a red light to green, it checks if a platoon is
not crossing through, in order not to break it. More
precisely, a red light is not changed to green if on the
crossing street there is at least one car approaching at
ω patches from the intersection. This keeps platoons to-
gether. For high densities, this restriction alone would
cause havoc, since large platoons would block the traffic
flow of intersecting streets. To avoid this, we introduce
a second restriction. Restriction one is not taken into
account if there are more than µ cars approaching the
intersection. Like this, long platoons can be broken, and
the restriction only comes into place if a platoon will soon
be through an intersection.
Curiously, this method was the result of misinterpret-
ing a suggestion by Bart De Vylder.
We say that these three adaptive methods are self-
organizing because the global performance is given by
the local rules followed by each traffic light: they are un-
aware of the state of other intersections and still manage
to achieve global coordination.
The sotl methods use a similar idea to the one used
by [32, and references within], but with a much simpler
implementation. There is no costly prediction of arrivals
at intersections, and no need to establish communication
between traffic lights to achieve coordination. They do
not have fixed cycles.
4F. ”Cut-off” control
We wanted to compare our self-organizing methods
with a traditional traffic responsive method, that has
proven to be better than static methods at single inter-
sections [33]. The idea of the cut-off method is simple:
a traffic light will remain green until a queue of stopped
waiting cars reaches a length of λ cars. At this moment,
the green light turns yellow, and at the next time step,
red, while the opposing light turns green.
Recall that sotl methods keep a count of approaching
cars, independently of their speed. Therefore, cars do
not need to stop in order to change a traffic light.
G. ”No-corr” control
To have an idea of the benefit of the different control
methods, we also compared them with a non-correlated
scheme: each traffic light is assigned a phase ϕi at ran-
dom, and remains fixed during a simulation run. There
is no correlation between different intersections.
V. FIRST RESULTS
We performed simulations in order to obtain aver-
age statistics of the performance of the different control
methods. These were namely speed[46], percentage of
stopped cars, and waiting time. The results shown in Fig-
ure 2 were obtained in a grid of 10x10 arteries of r = 80
(therefore 3120 available patches), with p = 83, θ = 41,
ϕmin = 20, ω = 4, µ = 3, λ = 3. We did for each method
one run varying the number of cars from twenty to two
thousand, in steps of twenty (one hundred and one runs
in total), with the same parameters.
We can see that the marching method is not very ef-
ficient for low traffic densities. Since half of the arteries
(all eastbound or all southbound) have red lights, this
causes almost half of the cars to be stopped at any time,
reducing the average speed of cars. On the other hand, its
performance degrades slowly as the traffic densities reach
certain levels, and performs the best for very high den-
sities. This is because it keeps a strict division of space
occupied by cars, and interferences are less probable.
For low densities, the optim method performs accept-
ably. However, for high densities cars can enter a dead-
lock much faster than with other methods. This is be-
cause cars waiting behind other cars in red lights do not
reach green waves, reducing their speed and the speed of
the cars which go behind them. Also, even when there
will be some cars that do not stop, flowing through green
waves, there will be an equivalent number of cars waiting
to enter a green wave, losing the time gained by cars in
green waves. Therefore, the performance cannot be much
better than marching.
Sotl-request gives the best performance for low traffic
densities because platoons can quickly change red lights
into green, in most cases before actually reaching the
intersections. Since the traffic density is low, this does
not obstruct many cars approaching the intersection in
the corresponding artery. However, for high densities this
method is extremely inefficient, since there is a constant
switching of lights due to the fact that θ is reached very
fast. This reduces the speed of cars, since they stop on
yellow lights, but also breaks platoons, so that the few
cars that pass will have a higher probability of waiting
more time at the next intersection.
Sotl-phase does not perform as good as sotl-request for
low densities because in many cases cars need to wait in
front of red lights as κi reaches ϕmin, with no cars com-
ing in the corresponding artery. The performance of sotl
methods could be improved for low densities by reducing
θ, since small platoons might need to wait too long at
red lights. As the traffic density reaches a medium scale,
platoons effectively exploit their size to accelerate their
intersection crossing. With the considered parameters,
in the region around 160 cars, and again at around 320,
sotl-phase can achieve full synchronization in space, in
the sense that no platoon has to stop, so all cars can go
at a maximum speed. This is not a realistic situation,
because synchronization is achieved due to the toroidal
topology of the simulation environment. Still, it is inter-
esting to understand the process by which the full syn-
chrony is reached. Platoons are formed, as described in
the previous section, of observed sizes 3 ≤ cars ≤ 15.
One or two platoons flow per street. Remember that
platoons can change red lights to green before they reach
an intersection, if κi ≥ ϕmin. If a platoon moving in an
artery is obstructed, this will be because still κi < ϕmin,
and because a platoon is crossing, or crossed the intersec-
tion recently in the complementary artery. The waiting
of the platoon will change its phase compared to other
flowing platoons. However, if no platoon crossed recently,
a platoon will keep its phase relative to other platoons.
This induces platoons not to interfere with each other,
until all of them go at maximum speed. We can see that
this condition is robust by resetting the traffic light pe-
riods and κi’s. Each reset can be seen in the spikes of
the graphs shown in Figure 3. Nevertheless, the pre-
cise time in which the full synchronization is reached can
vary. For some initial conditions, full synchronization is
not achieved, but it is approached nevertheless.
The phenomenon of full synchronization shows us how
self-organizing traffic lights form platoons, which in turn
modulate traffic lights. This feedback is such that it max-
imizes average speeds and minimizes waiting times and
stopped cars in a robust way. The self-organizing traf-
fic lights are efficient without knowing beforehand the
locations or densities of cars.
When there is a very high traffic density, optim and
sotl-request reach deadlocks frequently, where all traffic
is stopped. Sotl-phase behaves similar to marching, since
traffic lights change as soon as κi ≥ ϕmin, because in
most cases κi ≥ θ by then. This also reduces the sizes
of platoons, which if very long can generate deadlocks.
5FIG. 2: (i) Average speeds of cars. (ii) Percentage of stopped cars. (iii) Average waiting times. Very high waiting times (out
of graph) indicate deadlocks. (Color online).
6FIG. 3: Resets of traffic lights as sotl-phase achieves full syn-
chronization (80 cars in 5x5 grid, r = 40). (Color online).
However, when the traffic density is too high, deadlocks
will be inevitable, though marching generates less dead-
locks than sotl-phase. This is because with the marching
method whole arteries are either stopped or advancing.
This reduces the probability of having a green light where
cars cannot cross (e.g. due to a red light ahead, and a
line of cars waiting to cross it), which would block the
crossing artery at the next phase[47].
Sotl-platoon manages to keep platoons together,
achieving full synchronization commonly for a wide den-
sity range, more effectively than sotl-phase. This is be-
cause the restrictions of this method prevent platoons
from leaving few cars behind, with a small time cost
for waiting vehicles. Still, this cost is much lower than
breaking a platoon and waiting for separated vehicles to
join back again. A platoon is divided only if µ = 3,
and a platoon of size three will manage to switch traf-
fic lights without stopping for the simulation parameters
used. However, for high traffic densities platoons ag-
gregate too much, making traffic jams more probable.
The sotl-platoon method fails when a platoon waiting to
cross a street is long enough to reach the previous in-
tersection, but not long enough to cut its tail. This will
prevent waiting cars from advancing, until more cars join
the long platoon. This failure could probably be avoided
introducing further restrictions in the method, but here
we would like to study only very simple methods.
The platoon size in sotl strategies depends on the tol-
erance θ and the distance between crossings, since longer
distances give more time to κi to reach θ. An alterna-
tive would be to count cars at a specified distance, inde-
pendently of the distance between crossings, so that the
method could be also useful when traffic lights are very
close together, or far away. This should also be consid-
ered in a non-homogeneous grid.
Cut-off performs better than the static methods, as it
responds to the current traffic state (except for very low
densities, when cars in streets may never reach the cut-off
length λ). However, it is not as efficient as sotl methods,
since cars need to stop before being able to switch a red
light to green. Still, for high densities its performance is
comparable to that of sotl-phase, performing better than
the other two sotl methods.
With no-corr, we can observe that all the methods
have an improvement over random phase assignation.
Nevertheless, the difference between no-corr and static
methods is less than the one between static and adaptive
methods. This suggests that, for low traffic densities,
adaptation is more important than ”blind” correlation.
For high traffic densities, the opposite seems to be the
case. Still, adaptive methods have correlation inbuilt.
We performed tests with ”faulty” i.e. non-correlated
intersections. All methods are robust to failure of syn-
chronization of individual traffic lights, and the global
performance degrades gracefully as more traffic lights be-
come faulty.
VI. IMPROVEMENTS TO SIMULATION
In order to ensure that the encouraging results of the
sotl methods presented in the previous section were not
an artifact of the simplicity of the simulation, we made
some improvements to make it more realistic. It was good
to have a simple environment at first, to understand bet-
ter the basic principles of the control methods. However,
once this was achieved, more complexity was introduced
in the simulation to test the performance of the methods
more thoroughly. We developed thus a scenario similar
to the one of [20].
We introduced the traffic flow in four directions, alter-
nating streets. This is, arteries still consist of one lane,
but the directions alternate: southbound-northbound in
vertical roads, and eastbound-westbound in horizontal
roads. Also, we introduced the possibility of having more
cars flowing in particular directions. This allows us to
7simulate peak hour traffic, regulating the percentages of
cars that will flow in vertical roads, eastbound, or south-
bound roads[48].
The most unrealistic feature of the first simulations was
the torus. We introduced an option to switch it off. Cars
that exit the simulation are removed from it. For creat-
ing new cars, gates are chosen with a probability propor-
tional to the car percentages at vertical, eastbound, and
southbound roads. At chosen gates (northbound, south-
bound, eastbound, or westbound), a car will be created
with a probability
Pnewc = 1−
c
cmax
(2)
where c is the current number of cars, and cmax is the
maximum number of cars. Notice that without a torus,
traffic jams are less probable, since new cars cannot be
fed into the system until there will be space. What occurs
is that for high densities, the actual number of cars can
be less than half of the number of cmax.
We also added a probability of turning at an inter-
section Pturn. Therefore, when a car reaches an inter-
section, it will have a probability Pturn of reducing its
speed and turning in the direction of the crossing street.
This can cause cars to leave platoons, which were more
stable in the first series of experiments.
VII. SECOND RESULTS
We performed similar sets of experiments as the ones
presented above. We did runs of ten thousand time steps
with random initial conditions in a grid of 10x10 arteries
of r = 80, with p = 83, θ = 41, ϕmin = 20, ω = 4, µ = 3,
and λ = 3. The percentage of cars in horizontal streets
was the same as in vertical, but of those, sixty percent
in vertical roads were southbound (forty percent north-
bound) and seventy five percent in horizontal streets were
eastbound (twenty five percent westbound). We used
Pturn = 0.1. Since each street crosses ten other streets,
on average each car should turn more than once. Results
of singe runs, increasing the number of initial cars (cmax
in equation (2)) from twenty to two thousand in steps of
twenty, can be appreciated in Figure 4. We should note
that the average number of cars is reduced as the initial
density increases, since cars cannot enter the simulation
until there is space for them. This reduces considerably
the probability of deadlocks. We can see a plot comparing
the initial and average number of cars for the simulations
shown in Figure 5.
In general terms, the improvements of the simulation
did not alter much the first results. Marching and optim
are poor for low traffic densities, but degrade slowly as
the density increases. There are almost no deadlocks
because with high densities inserted in the simulation
more cars exit the simulation than those which enter. If
this was a real city, there would be queues waiting to
enter the city, which the statistics of our simulations do
not consider.
Sotl-request performs the best for low traffic densities,
but worst for high densities, even worse than no-corr.
This is because, as in the first results, dense platoons
force the traffic lights into a constant switching, which
reduces the performance.
The method sotl-phase avoids this problem with the
restriction set by ϕmin. It still performs very good for
low densities, and the average speeds degrades slowly to a
comparable performance with the non-adaptive methods.
However, the percentage of stopped cars and the waiting
times are much lower than the non-adaptive methods.
Sotl-platoon manages to keep platoons together, which
enables them to leave faster the simulation. It gives on
average 30% (up to 40%) more average speed, half the
stopped cars, and seven times less average waiting times
than non-responsive methods. Therefore, this method
performs the best overall. It can adapt to different traffic
densities, minimizing the conflicts between cars. It is not
possible to achieve almost perfect performance, as it did
for medium densities with a torus, since cars enter the
simulation randomly. Still, this method is the one that
manages to adapt as quickly as possible to the incoming
traffic, organizing effectively vehicles into platoons that
leave quickly the simulation, even when single vehicles
might break apart from them (due to Pturn > 0).
The cut-off method again performs badly for very low
densities. Still, afterwards it performs better than the
non-adaptive methods, but not as good as sotl-phase or
sotl-platoon.
Again, no-corr shows that all methods give an im-
provement over random phase assignment, except for
sotl-request at high densities, where the method clearly
breaks down.
The average number of cars, shown in Figure 5, can
be taken as an indirect measure of the methods’ perfor-
mance: the faster the cars are able to leave the simula-
tion, there will be less cars in it, thus more efficient traf-
fic flow. We can observe an inverse correlation between
the average number of cars and the average speeds. If
the traffic lights can ”get rid” of the incoming traffic as
quickly as possible, it means that they are successfully
mediating the conflicts between vehicles.
The phenomenon of full synchronization is destroyed
if there is no torus, or if Pturn > 0. However, it is still
achieved when the cars flow in four directions, or when
the number of horizontal arteries is different from the
number of vertical arteries. It is easier to reach if there
are less arteries in the simulation. Also, if the length
of horizontal and vertical arteries differs, i.e. rx 6= ry,
full synchronization is more difficult to obtain, since the
periods of the platoons passing on the same traffic light
depend on the length of the arteries. If these are pro-
portional, e.g. rx = 2ry, full synchronization can be
achieved. Nevertheless, the sotl-phase and sotl-platoon
methods achieve very good performances under any of
these conditions.
8FIG. 4: Results in four directions, turning, and without torus, . (i) Average speeds of cars. (ii) Percentage of stopped cars.
(iii) Average waiting times. (Color online).
9FIG. 5: Comparison of initial and average number of cars for different methods without torus. (Color online).
VIII. DISCUSSION
In the series of experiments we performed, we could
clearly see that sotl strategies are more efficient than
traditional control methods. This is mainly because they
are ”sensitive” and adaptive to the changes in traffic.
Therefore, they can cope better with variable traffic den-
sities, noise, and unpredicted situations. Based on our
results, we can say the following:
• The formation of platoons can be seen as a reduc-
tion of variety [34, Ch. 11]. It is much easier to
regulate ten groups of ten cars than hundred cars
independently[49]. Platoons make the traffic prob-
lem simpler. Oscillations in traffic will be reduced
if cars interact as groups. We can also see this as
a reduction of entropy: if cars are homogeneously
spread on the street grid, at a particular moment
there is the same probability of finding a car on a
particular block. This is a state of maximum en-
tropy. However, if there are platoons, there will be
many blocks without any car, and few ones with
several. This allows a more efficient distribution of
resources, namely free space at intersections[50]. It
is interesting to note that the sotl methods do not
force vehicles into platoons, but induce them. This
gives the system flexibility to adapt.
• We can say that the sotl methods try to ”get rid”
of cars as fast and just as possible. This is because
they give more importance to cars waiting for more
time compared to recently arrived ones, and also to
larger groups of cars. This successfully minimizes
the number of cars waiting at a red light and the
time they will wait. The result is an increase in the
average speeds. Also, the prompt ”dissipation” of
cars from intersections will prevent the formation
of long queues, which can lead to traffic jams.
• Since cars share a common resource — space —
they are in competition for that resource. Self-
organizing traffic lights are synergetic [16], trying
to mediate conflicts between cars. The formation
of platoons minimizes friction between cars because
they leave free space around them. If cars are dis-
tributed in a homogeneous way in a city, the prob-
ability of conflict is increased.
• There is no direct communication among the self-
organizing traffic lights. However, they ”exploit”
cars to transmit stigmergically information[51], in
a way similar to social insects exploiting their envi-
ronment to coordinate. For traffic lights, car densi-
ties form their environment. Traffic lights respond
to those densities. But cars also respond to the
traffic light states. We could say that traffic lights
and cars ”co-control” each other, since cars switch
traffic lights to green, and red traffic lights stop the
cars.
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A. Adaptation or Optimization?
Optimization methods are very effective for problems
where the domain is fairly static. This enables the pos-
sibility of searching in a defined space. But in prob-
lems where the domain changes constantly, such as traf-
fic, an adaptive method should be used, to cope with
these changes and constantly approach solutions in an
active way.
The problem of traffic lights is such that cars and traffic
lights face different situations constantly, since they af-
fect each other in their dynamics (traffic lights affect cars,
cars affect cars. With sotl methods also cars affect traffic
lights and traffic lights affect other traffic lights stigmer-
gically via cars). If the situation is unknown or unpre-
dictable, it is better to use an adaptive, self-organizing
strategy for traffic lights, since it is not computationally
feasible to predict the system behaviour[52].
We can see an analogy with teaching: a teacher can tell
exactly a student what to do (as an optimizer can tell a
traffic light what to do). But this limits the student to the
knowledge of the teacher. The teacher should allow space
for innovation if some creativity is to be expected. In the
same way, a designer can allow traffic lights to decide for
themselves what to do in their current context. Stretch-
ing the metaphor, we could say that the self-organizing
traffic lights are ”gifted with creativity”, in the sense that
they find solutions to the traffic problem by themselves,
without the need of the designer of even understanding
the solution. On the other hand, non-adaptive methods
are ”blind” to the changes in their environment, which
can lead to a failure of their rigid solution.
We can deduce that methods that are based on phase
cycles, and even adaptive cyclic systems [9, 19], will not
be able to adapt as responsively as methods that are
adaptive and non-cyclic, since they are not bounded by
fixed durations of green lights [32]. Therefore, it seems
that optimizing phases of traffic lights is not the best
option, due to the unpredictable nature of traffic.
All traffic lights can be seen as a mediator [1] among
cars. However, static methods do not take into account
the current state of vehicles. They are more ”autocratic”.
On the other hand, adaptive methods are regulated by
the traffic flow itself. Traffic controls itself, mediated by
”democratic” adaptive traffic lights.
B. Practicalities
There are many parallel approaches trying to improve
traffic. We do not doubt that there are many interesting
proposals that could improve traffic, e.g. to calculate in
real time trajectories of all cars in a city depending on
their destination via GPS. However, there are the feasi-
bility and economic aspects to take into account. Two
positive points in favour of the self-organizing methods
is that it would be very easy and cheap to implement
them. There are already sensors on the market which
could be deployed to regulate traffic lights in a way sim-
ilar to sotl-phase. Sensors implementing the sotl-platoon
method would not be too difficult to deploy. Secondly,
there is no need of a central computer, expensive com-
munication systems, or constant management and main-
tenance. The methods are robust, so they can resist in-
crementally the failure of intersections.
Self-organizing traffic lights would also improve incom-
ing traffic to traffic light districts, e.g. from freeways,
since they adapt actively to the changing traffic flows.
They can sense when more cars are coming from a cer-
tain direction, and regulate the traffic equitatively.
Pedestrians could be included by in a self-organizing
scheme considering them as cars approaching a red light.
For example, a button could be used as the ones used
commonly to inform the intersection, and this would con-
tribute to the count κi.
Vehicle priority could be also implemented, by simply
including weights wj associated to vehicles, so that the
count κi of each intersection would reach the threshold θ
counting wjc∗ ts. However, this would require a more so-
phisticated sensing mechanism, although available with
current technology for priority vehicle detection. Still,
this would provide an adaptive solution for vehicle prior-
ity, which in some cities (e.g. London) can cause chaos
in the rest of the traffic lights network, since lights are
kicked off phase.
We should also note that traffic lights are not the best
solution for all traffic situations. For example, round-
abouts [35] are more effective in low speed, low density
neighbourhoods.
C. Unattended Issues
The only way of being sure that a self-organizing traffic
light system would improve traffic is to implement it and
find out. Still, the present results are encouraging to test
our methods in more realistic situations.
A future direction worth exploring would be a system-
atic exploration of the parameters θ, p, and ϕmin values
for different densities. A meta-adaptive method for reg-
ulating these parameters depending on the traffic den-
sities would be desirable, but preliminary results have
been discouraging. In real situations this could be easier,
because the efficiency of different values can be tested
experimentally for specified traffic densities. Therefore,
if a certain density is detected, proper parameter values
could be used. More realistic situations should be also
added to our simulations, such as multiple-street intersec-
tions, multiple-lane streets, lane changing, different driv-
ing behaviours, and non homogeneous streets. It would
be also interesting to compare our methods with others,
e.g. [9, 19], but many of these are not public, or very com-
plicated to implement in reasonable time. Reinforcement
learning methods [26] will adapt to a particular flow den-
sity. However, in real traffic densities change constantly
and unevenly. We should compare the speed of adapta-
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tion of these methods with the proposed self-organizing
ones, but intuition tells us that learning methods will be
effective only for a particular fixed traffic density. We
would also like to compare our methods with other dis-
tributed adaptive cyclic methods, e.g. [20, 36] (sotl and
cut-off are non-cyclic), to test if indeed phase cycles re-
duce the adaptability of traffic lights.
Another direction worth exploring would be to devise
methods similar to the ones presented that promote ”op-
timal” sizes of platoons for different situations. We would
need to explore as well which sizes of platoon yield less
interference for different scenarios.
IX. CONCLUSIONS
We have presented three self-organizing methods for
traffic light control which outperform traditional meth-
ods due to the fact that they are ”aware” of changes
in their environment, and therefore are able to adapt to
new situations. The methods are very simple: they give
preference to cars that have been waiting longer, and to
larger groups of cars. Still, they achieve self-organization
by the probabilistic formation of car platoons. In turn,
platoons affect the behaviour of traffic lights, prompt-
ing them to turn green even before they have reached an
intersection. Traffic lights coordinate stigmergically via
platoons, and they minimize waiting times and maximize
average speeds of cars. Under simplified circumstances,
two methods can achieve robust full synchronization, in
which cars do not stop at all.
From the presented results and the ones available in the
literature [32], we can see that the future lies in schemes
that are distributed, non-cyclic, and self-organizing. In
the far future, when autonomous driving becomes a real-
ity, new methods could even make traffic lights obsolete
[37, 38], but for the time being, there is much to explore
in traffic light research.
There are several directions in which our models
could be improved, which at the present stage might be
oversimplifying. However, the current results are very
promising and encourage us to test self-organizing meth-
ods in real traffic environments.
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